
 

True Love Nantucket Brides Trilogy 1
Jude Deveraux

Yeah, reviewing a book True Love Nantucket Brides Trilogy 1
Jude Deveraux could go to your near associates listings. This
is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, attainment does not suggest that you have
astonishing points.

Comprehending as capably as conformity even more than
additional will offer each success. bordering to, the notice as
well as keenness of this True Love Nantucket Brides Trilogy 1
Jude Deveraux can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Lavender Morning
Ballantine Books
The New York
Times bestselling
author of Wishes
weaves a moving
and charming novel

of a daredevil
woman who returns
to Colorado for a
new life…and a new
love. Jackie O’Neill
is a daredevil pilot
and a true American
heroine—the type of
woman so beautiful
men stopped in their
tracks to watch her
walk down the
street. After years of
nonstop excitement—

traveling around the
globe in a chaotic ra
gs-to-riches-to-rags
whirl with her late
husband,
Charley—Jackie has
returned to Eternity,
Colorado, near her
hometown. She
wants to put down
roots, start a
business, maybe
someday fall in love
again. But she never
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dreamed that the
man who might
make all her wishes
come true is
William
Montgomery...little
Billy, the lovesick
boy who dogged her
every step when she
was a
teenager...little
Billy, who was now
definitely a man,
handsome, sexy,
rich, and still madly
in love with Jackie
O’Neill.
Driftwood Lane
Simon and
Schuster
A Classic Love
Story of a
Fearless
Lordand the
Woman Who
Tamed Him
Darkly
handsome and
rich beyond
imagining, the
boldEnglish

conqueror was
called “the
Black Lyon” for
hislionlike
ferocity. He
had no match
among
enemies,or
women . . .
until he met
Lyonene, the gr
een-eyedbeauty
whose fiery
spirit equaled
his own.
Through a
whirlwind
romance
andstormy
marriage, she
endured every
perilto be by
his side, until
vicious lies
andjealousy
drove her into
danger. Now
only the fierce
Black Lyon
cansave her—for
he alone has
thecourage to
destroy the

ruthlessplot
threatening to
shatterthe bond
of love theLyon
and his
ladyvowed would
neverbe broken
. . .

A Willing Murder
Hachette UK
Abandoned by her
lover after a
quarrel, Dougless
Montgomery is
stranded in rural
England, but with
the sudden
appearance of
Nicholas Stafford,
Earl of
Thornwyck--who
died centuries
ago--a passionate
affair begins.
Moonlight in the
Morning Pocket
Books
NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER ‧
Jude Deveraux
returns to the
magnificent, sunny
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island in For All Time,
the second novel in
her Nantucket Brides
trilogy—this time
featuring the next
generation of her
beloved family of Mo
ntgomery-Taggerts.
The wedding of Alix
Madsen and Jared
Montgomery is a
glorious affair at an
elegant little chapel in
the woods, followed
by dinner and
dancing, all while
moonlight blankets
the festivities in a
romantic glow. While
most guests are fixed
on the happy couple,
Jared’s cousin
Graydon can’t look
away from a
bridesmaid, Toby
Wyndam. It’s not
just her quiet beauty
that enthralls him or
the way she makes
him laugh. Toby
possesses the truly
remarkable ability of
being able to

distinguish Graydon
from his identical twin
brother, Rory.
According to family
legend, such a gift
marks her as
Graydon’s True
Love. But Graydon
knows there is no
possible way that they
can ever be together,
for he is heir to the
Lanconian throne and
is to marry a noble
woman who has been
chosen for him. Yet,
intrigued by Toby, he
asks her to help him
hide on Nantucket for
a week away from
regal responsibilities.
In exchange, he’ll
assist her with
planning acclaimed
novelist Victoria
Madsen’s lavish
wedding. Since they
both know their union
is impossible, the pair
promises that they will
never be more than
just friends. But
there’s more going

on between Graydon
and Toby than her
unique power to tell
him apart from his
twin. At work are
forces beyond their
control, which are
ruled by time itself.
Combine that with
the magical island of
Nantucket, and a
seductive spell is cast
over Graydon and
Toby. If they are to be
together, they must
change what once
was, as well as what
will be. BONUS: This
edition includes an
excerpt from Jude
Deveraux's Ever
After. Praise for Jude
Deveraux and For All
Time “Jude
Deveraux is an
amazing author, and
her Nantucket Brides
series will sweep you
away.” —Susan
Mallery “Jude
Deveraux takes us to a
place where dreams
are made. . . . For All
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Time is a page-turning
time-travel romance
that captures your
imagination from the
start and keeps hold
till the very last
page.”—Fresh
Fiction “A
beautifully written
story with a refreshing
old-romance feel . . .
Fans of Deveraux will
be delighted, while
new readers will fall in
love with her
signature writing
style.”—RT Book
Reviews “A
charming
tale.”—Library
Journal “Engrossing
. . . [a] romance that
transcends
time.”—Kirkus
Reviews
Change of
Heart Simon
and Schuster
The New York
Times
bestselling

author of the
beloved
Summerhouse
and James
River series
brings her
signature
“enchanting
and exquisite”
(BookPage)
writing to this
charming and
tender yuletide
tale of love and
passion. When
Hollander
Latham’s
parents
purchase
Spring Hill—a
beautiful North
Carolina plantat
ion—she’s
thrilled that she
can finally
return to the
gorgeous
estate where

she spent a
memorable
thirteenth
summer. Now a
successful
architect, she
fantasizes
about reuniting
with Spring
Hill’s neighbor,
the wealthy
heir Laurence
Beaumont,
whom she fell
in love with
during that long-
ago summer.
But as
Christmas fast
approaches,
her plans for a
romantic
reconnection
turn upside
down with the
arrival of Nick
Taggert, a
mysterious
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stranger who
makes her
laugh and
tempts her with
a surprising
passion. One
man can seduce
her with
fortune and
privilege; the
other can
promise her the
simple gift of
love. And on a
frost-covered
Christmas
night, Holly’s
choice will
unmask
astonishing
truths and
hidden dangers
that will
forever change
her charmed
life and her
vulnerable
heart.

The Perfect
Couple Bantam
#1 New York
Times Bestselling
AuthorEditor's
Choice #7 TitleA
Medlar MysteryB
estselling
romance author
Jude Deveraux
makes her debut
in the world of
mystery with a
story of old
secrets, deadly
grudges and an
improbable group
of friends who
are determined to
uncover the truth
regardless of the
consequences . . .
Night Whispers
True Love
Engaged to marry
Dr. Leander
Westfield, the
lovely, proper
Houston Chandler
is captivated by
mysterious
millionaire Kane
Taggert, in the

first of two novels
chronicling the
romances of twins
Blair and Houston
Chandler in
1890s' Colorado

True Love:
Nantucket
Brides Book 1
(A beautifully
captivating
summer read)
Medlar Mystery
The New York
Times
bestselling of
Eternity brings
her signature
“enchanting and
exquisite”
(BookPage)
prose to the
second in the
Forever Trilogy
following Darci
Monroe as she
must solve a
devastating
mystery that
hits close to
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home. When her
beloved husband
vanishes after a
strange accident,
grief-stricken
Darci Monroe is
left to raise their
young daughter
alone. But she
can’t help but
suspect that the
reports of his
death are
untrue. When
the FBI enlists
her intuitive
talents to solve
a heinous crime,
she agrees—if
they help to
uncover the
truth about her
husband. It may
be a tougher
deal than Darci
imagined: she
must go head-to-
head with a
criminal whose
mind power

matches hers at
every turn. And
she must
discover if those
in the highest
circles of
authority have
her best
interests at
heart—or if
someone intends
to sever the
everlasting bond
she shares with
her one true
love.

The Girl from
Summer Hill
MIRA
Now a
Hallmark
Channel
Original Movie!
She wrote the 
book—literally—
on finding the
right mate. But
does she really
understand

what love's
about? Five
hours before
her Nantucket
beach
wedding—and on
the eve of her
big book
launch—celebrit
y marriage
counselor Kate
Lawrence has
everything in
place.
Everything,
that is, but the
groom. She
might not have
a career,
either, when
her nationwide
audience finds
out their
marriage guru
has been left at
the altar. Enter
Lucas Wright,
who offers to
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stand in for the
missing
husband-to-be
and marry her.
Kate's
desperate
enough to
agree—although
she’s sure this
Mr. Wright is
completely
wrong for her.
But can they
pull it off? And
why would
Lucas want to
marry her in
the first place?
Could it be that
“Dr. Kate”
doesn't know
the first thing
about love?
Ever After Simon
and Schuster
In small towns,
no one lets the
facts get in the
way of juicy

gossip… Terri
Rayburn is a girl
with a reputation.
She doesn’t
deserve it, but
having grown up
on the outskirts of
Summer Hill,
Virginia, she
knows how small
towns work. The
only way to deal
with vicious
gossip is to ignore
it. So she keeps
to herself as she
runs the summer
resort on Lake
Kissel. When she
returns home
from a short trip
to find a
handsome
stranger living in
her house, she
smells a rat.
Someone is trying
to fix her up, and
she has to admit
that Nate Taggert
is just her type.
However, Nate is
engaged to the

daughter of the
mayor and strictly
off-limits. Nate
and Terri form an
unlikely friendship
while he throws
himself into life at
the lake. As Nate
starts to hear
rumors about
Terri he’s
confused.
Knowing how
smart, beautiful
and strong she is,
he’s determined
to discover the
source of the
gossip. Terri
doesn’t want to
revisit the past,
but Nate won’t
stop until he
discovers the
truth—even if the
truth might be
more than either
of them can
handle. Set in the
beloved fictional
town of Summer
Hill, Virginia, Met
Her Match
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examines the
tensions between
the wealthy
townspeople, the
summer
vacationers and
the working-class
people who keep
the town and
resort running.
Told with humor
and heart, Met
Her Match is the
perfect summer
escape.
A Nantucket
Wedding
Ballantine Books
A husband's
secret life, a
wife's new
beginning: escape
to the Caribbean
with #1 New
York Times
bestselling author
Elin Hilderbrand.
Irene Steele
shares her idyllic
life in a beautiful
Iowa City
Victorian house
with a husband

who loves her to
sky-writing,
sentimental
extremes. But as
she rings in the
new year one cold
and snowy night,
everything she
thought she knew
falls to pieces
with a shocking
phone call: her
beloved husband,
away on business,
has been killed in
a helicopter crash.
Before Irene can
even process the
news, she must
first confront the
perplexing details
of her husband's
death on the
distant Caribbean
island of St. John.
After Irene and
her sons arrive at
this faraway
paradise, they
make yet another
shocking
discovery: her
husband had been

living a secret life.
As Irene
untangles a web
of intrigue and
deceit, and as she
and her sons find
themselves drawn
into the vibrant
island culture,
they have to face
the truth about
their family, and
about their own
futures. Rich with
the lush beauty of
the tropics and
the drama,
romance, and
intrigue only Elin
Hilderbrand can
deliver, Winter in
Paradise is a truly
transporting
novel, and the
exciting start to a
new series. "I will
just say that, 24
hours after I
started this book,
I purchased its
sequel, What
Happens in
Paradise, and I did
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not leave either
book to be
enjoyed by
strangers at the
end of my
vacation."
—Elisabeth Egan,
New York Times

Holly MIRA
New York
Times
bestselling
author Jude
Deveraux
returns with
the highly
anticipated
third
installment in
her beloved
Summerhouse
series, where
three women
have the
coveted
opportunity to
answer the age-
old question:
What would

you do
differently if
you could do it
all again? One
fateful summer,
three very
different
women find
themselves
together in
Summer Hill,
Virginia, where
they find they
have much
more in
common than
they realized…
Sixty-year-old
Olivia’s first
marriage was
long and
unhappy, but
now she is a
newlywed,
thrilled to
finally be
starting her life
with the man

she’s always
truly
loved—even if
they are
getting a late
start. Kathy is
in her forties
and married to
a handsome,
successful
businessman.
Theirs would
be a fairy-tale
romance if it
weren’t for one
problem: He’s
passionately in
love with
someone else! 
Twenty-
something Elise
is also in a
troubled
marriage, stuck
with the man
her wealthy
parents chose
for her. Now
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that he has a
pregnant
mistress, he
seems willing
to go to drastic
lengths to take
Elise out of the
picture. Though
each of them
wound up at
the
Summerhouse
for separate
reason, it’s not
long before
they begin to
open up about
their regrets,
their wishes
and their
dreams. And
when they’re
presented with
the opportunity
of a lifetime—a
chance to right
the wrongs of
their past—all

three discover
what can
happen when
dreams really
do come true.
A heartfelt,
magical tale, As
You Wish is a
shining
example of
Jude
Deveraux’s
enchanting
storytelling
that will charm
longtime fans
and delight a
new generation
of readers.
Twin of Ice
Simon and
Schuster
An English
manor home, an
unsolved
mystery, too
many suspects
to count… It’s
the perfect

holiday for
romance novelist
Sara Medlar.
After solving
two murder
cases in their
hometown of
Lachlan, Florida,
Sara Medlar, her
niece Kate and
their friend Jack
need a change of
scenery. Sara
arranges for
them to visit an
old friend of
hers in England.
Upon arrival at
Oxley Manor, a
centuries-old
estate that has
been converted
to a luxury
hotel, Kate and
Jack quickly
realize that Sara
is up to
something. They
learn that Sara
has also invited
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a number of
others to join
them at Oxley.
When everyone
assembles, Sara
lets them know
why they are
there. Decades
earlier, two
people ran off
together from
Oxley and
haven’t been
heard from
since—and Sara
wants to solve
the case. As the
people who were
there the night
the two went
missing, the
guests find
themselves cast
in a live mystery-
theater event. In
reenacting the
events of that
night, it becomes
clear that
everyone has

something to
hide and no one
is safe,
especially when
the discovery of
a body makes it
clear that at
least one of the
people who
disappeared was
murdered. Sara,
Jack and Kate
are once again at
the heart of a
mysterious case
that only they
are able to
solve. But
someone is
willing to
continue to kill
to keep the truth
about Oxley
Manor buried,
and none of the
guests are safe.
New York Times
bestselling
author Jude
Deveraux has

crafted another
irresistible case
in her
bestselling
Medlar Mystery
series.

An Impossible
Promise
Ballantine
Books
When the
young heiress
Edilean Talbot
turns up at her
uncle's castle
in Scotland,
she may easily
win over the
members of
the local clans
with her great
beauty and
charm, but
Laird Angus
McTern is not
so easily
impressed.
However,
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when Edilean's
inheritance is
stolen from
her, Angus
swallows his
pride and sets
off to recapture
the pilfered
gold. What he
doesn't realise
is that one of
the trunks on
the wagon
actually
contains
Edilean, and he
finds himself
accused of
kidnapping and
theft. To avoid
prosecution,
the two of them
board a ship to
America and,
during the
course of the
voyage, fall in
love. But when

they do arrive
in the new
country,
Edilean is
forced to
return home by
her fortune-
hunting fianc�
and the two
lovers must
endure a long
separation. In
the end,
Edilean and
Angus
overcome
every obstacle
standing in
their way, and
they can finally
begin their life
together.
Met Her Match
Sourcebooks, Inc.
NEW YORK
TIMES
BESTSELLER
Jude Deveraux
returns to the

magnificent, sunny
island in For All
Time, the second
novel in her
Nantucket Brides
trilogy—this time
featuring the next
generation of her
beloved family of 
Montgomery-
Taggerts. The
wedding of Alix
Madsen and Jared
Montgomery is a
glorious affair at
an elegant little
chapel in the
woods, followed
by dinner and
dancing, all while
moonlight
blankets the
festivities in a
romantic glow.
While most guests
are fixed on the
happy couple,
Jared’s cousin
Graydon can’t
look away from a
bridesmaid, Toby
Wyndam. It’s not
just her quiet
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beauty that
enthralls him or
the way she
makes him laugh.
Toby possesses
the truly
remarkable ability
of being able to
distinguish
Graydon from his
identical twin
brother, Rory.
According to
family legend,
such a gift marks
her as Graydon’s
True Love. But
Graydon knows
there is no
possible way that
they can ever be
together, for he is
heir to the
Lanconian throne
and is to marry a
noble woman who
has been chosen
for him. Yet,
intrigued by
Toby, he asks her
to help him hide
on Nantucket for
a week away from

regal
responsibilities. In
exchange, he’ll
assist her with
planning
acclaimed novelist
Victoria Madsen’s
lavish wedding.
Since they both
know their union
is impossible, the
pair promises that
they will never be
more than just
friends. But
there’s more
going on between
Graydon and
Toby than her
unique power to
tell him apart
from his twin. At
work are forces
beyond their
control, which are
ruled by time
itself. Combine
that with the
magical island of
Nantucket, and a
seductive spell is
cast over Graydon
and Toby. If they

are to be together,
they must change
what once was, as
well as what will
be. Praise for
Jude Deveraux
and For All Time
“Jude Deveraux is
an amazing
author, and her
Nantucket Brides
series will sweep
you away.”
—Susan Mallery
“Jude Deveraux
takes us to a
place where
dreams are made.
. . . For All Time
is a page-turning
time-travel
romance that
captures your
imagination from
the start and
keeps hold till the
very last
page.”—Fresh
Fiction “A
beautifully written
story with a
refreshing old-
romance feel . . .
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Fans of Deveraux
will be delighted,
while new readers
will fall in love
with her signature
writing style.”—RT
Book Reviews “A
charming
tale.”—Library
Journal
“Engrossing . . .
[a] romance that
transcends
time.”—Kirkus
Reviews

For All Time:
Nantucket
Brides Book 2
(A completely
enthralling
summer read)
Thomas
Nelson
The first novel
of New York
Times
bestselling
author Jude
Deveraux's
breathtaking

series set in
Summer Hill, a
small town
where love
takes centre
stage against
the backdrop of
Jane Austen's
Pride and
Prejudice.
Enter Elizabeth
Bennet. Chef
Casey Reddick
has had it up to
here with men.
Arriving in the
charming town
of Summer Hill,
Virginia, peace
and quiet on
the picturesque
Tattwell
plantation is
just what she
needs. But the
tranquillity is
broken one
morning when

she sees a
gorgeous naked
man on her
porch. Enter
Mr. Darcy.
What Tate
Landers,
Hollywood
heartthrob and
owner of
Tattwell,
doesn't need on
a bittersweet
trip to his
ancestral home
is a woman
spying on him.
His anger,
which looks so
good on the
screen, makes
a bad first
impression on
Casey - and
she lets him
know it
Heartwishes
Simon and
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Schuster
Meridith
believes she is
capable of
weathering any
storm. But she's
never
experienced a
love powerful
enough to
uproot her...until
now. Meridith
Ward has
crafted a
carefully
ordered life to
make up for the
chaos that
plagued her
childhood years.
But one phone
call upsets all
that. Within the
span of several
minutes,
Meredith learns
that the father
who abandoned
her is dead and
she's been

named the sole
guardian of his
other three
children. She
nervously heads
to Nantucket to
care for the
siblings she's
never met with
plans to stay
until their uncle
returns from his
trip before
relinquishing
guardianship to
him. She arrives
to find the
children living in
Summer House,
a Bed &
Breakfast that's
falling apart
around them.
Meridith wants
to move on as
soon as possible,
but the inn will
never sell in its
dilapidated
condition. Then

an itinerant
handyman, Jake,
shows up with
an offer she
can't refuse.
Much like the
powerful ocean
just a short walk
from her deck,
Jake appeals to
Meridith. But
she senses he is
also capable of
pulling her under
in a heartbeat.
What if the thing
she fears the
most is exactly
what she needs?
Can she trust
God with the
details and relish
the adventure?
True Love
Pocket Books
Discover the
sensual and
sweeping power
of love in New
York Times
bestselling author
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Judith McNaught’s
contemporary
romances that will
make “you laugh,
cry, and fall in
love again” (RT
Book
Reviews)—now
available for the
first time on
ebook. In this
“exciting tale of
loyalty, love, and
danger”
(Publishers
Weekly), Sloan
Reynolds, a small-
town Florida
policewoman,
knows that her
modest upbringing
is a long way from
the social whirl of
Palm Beach, the
world inhabited by
her father and her
sister, Paris.
Total strangers to
Sloan, they have
never tried to
contact her—until a
sudden invitation
arrives, to meet

them and indulge
in the Palm Beach
social season.
Reluctant to
accept the long-
overdue familial
gesture, Sloan is
convinced to visit
when an FBI
colleague informs
her that her father
and his associates
are suspected of
fraud, conspiracy,
and murder. The
only catch is she
must hide her true
profession from
her family. Sloan
is on top of her
game until she
meets Noah
Maitland, a
multinational
corporate player
and one of the
FBI’s prime
suspects. She
finds herself
powerfully
attracted to him,
against her
deepest instincts.

When a shocking
murder shatters
the seductive
facade of the
wealth and
glamour
surrounding her,
Sloan must
maneuver through
a maze of deceit
and passion in this
superb and
enthralling tale of
breathtaking
suspense.

The Invitation
Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc.
THE NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A
Reese
Witherspoon x
Hello Sunshine
Book Club Pick
“There is so
much to relate
to and
throughout the
novel, there is a
sharp feminist
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edge. Loved this
one, and you will
too.”—New York
Times
bestselling
author Roxane
Gay The New
York Times
bestselling
author of The
Wedding Date
serves up a
novel about what
happens when a
public proposal
doesn't turn into
a happy ending,
thanks to a
woman who
knows exactly
how to make one
on her own...
When someone
asks you to
spend your life
with him, it
shouldn't come
as a surprise—or
happen in front
of 45,000

people. When
freelance writer
Nikole Paterson
goes to a
Dodgers game
with her actor
boyfriend, his
man bun, and his
bros, the last
thing she
expects is a
scoreboard
proposal. Saying
no isn't the hard
part—they've
only been dating
for five months,
and he can’t
even spell her
name correctly.
The hard part is
having to face a
stadium full of
disappointed
fans... At the
game with his
sister, Carlos
Ibarra comes to
Nik’s rescue
and rushes her

away from a
camera crew.
He’s even there
for her when the
video goes viral
and Nik’s social
media blows
up—in a bad way.
Nik knows that
in the wilds of
LA, a handsome
doctor like
Carlos can't be
looking for
anything
serious, so she
embarks on an
epic rebound
with him, filled
with food, fun,
and fantastic
sex. But when
their glorified
hookups start
breaking the
rules, one of
them has to be
smart enough to
put on the
brakes...
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Legend Simon
and Schuster
Discovered
abandoned as a
baby in a New
York City alley
and raised by
the Clayborne
brothers, four
urchin boys,
Mary Rose
Clayborne
remains
fiercely loyal
to her misfit
family until an
English lord
reveals a
shocking
secret that
sends her into
a confrontation
with her past.
Reissue.
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